Easier access at Oakwell Hall Country Park

This map has been designed to help wheelchair users, scooter users, buggy and pushchair users and anyone wanting to avoid steps and slopes.

There are many paths all with different surfacing.

- **Access path (1/3 mile)** - tar mac surface with fully opening gates operated by RADAR keys, with a gentle gradient. Ideal for all users.
- **Easier access paths** - crushed stone surface with no steps or steep slopes. The surface can be wet or muddy after poor weather. Paths closest to the Hall are easiest, but in general are fine for scooters and pushchairs.
- **Other paths** - some short sections of these paths may be usable by some people with greater access needs, but steps and slopes are frequent.
- **Rideway** for cyclists and horse riders only.

Unmade tracks are frequent but not shown on the map.

Whilst we endeavor to maintain all our footpaths to the highest standard, some of the paths can be difficult after cold weather or heavy rain.